State's largest solar energy project, coming to Kern in 2019, will fuel oil
extraction, cut industrial emissions
By Harold Pierce
Bakersfield Californian, Thursday, November 30, 2017
In a move touted as a boon to air quality, Aera Energy and GlassPoint Solar officials announced plans
Wednesday to build the state's largest solar field. The project, which would assist Aera's oil extraction
operations, would also reduce carbon dioxide emissions throughout Kern County, the partners said.
The 770-acre Belridge Solar Project, scheduled to break ground in 2019, would be adjacent to Aera's
oilfields about 35 miles east of Bakersfield's outskirts. It would produce 850 megawatts of energy annually
— more than any other solar field in the state, according to GlassPoint's acting CEO, Ben Bierman,
whose company will spearhead the project.
Some of that energy would generate power for day-to-day operations, but the majority would be used in
place of natural gas in a process called thermal enhanced oil recovery. That process, which involves
steam injection, brings thick, heavy crude oil more easily flow to the surface in older wells.
Oil companies at one time abandoned such wells, but that changed in the 1960s, when producers began
heating water with natural gas to create steam and injecting it into the ground. The process, pioneered in
Kern County, will become greener once the Belridge Solar Project is complete, company officials said.
The result of the switch to emissions-free steam? A reduction in carbon dioxide emissions by more than
376,000 tons. That's equal to the emissions of 80,000 cars per year, roughly 38 percent of all the cars in
Bakersfield, according to Aera officials.
“Today signifies the beginning of a partnership that will change the way Aera Energy produces oil in one
of the largest oilfields in the country,” Aera Energy CEO Christina Sistrunk said, describing it as an
“environmentally important day” for all of the San Joaquin Valley.
Others from Aera and GlassPoint, along with local legislators, described the project Wednesday as
"historic" and "pioneering."
"This is the future," said Assemblyman Rudy Salas, D-Bakersfield.
Aera's move toward solar wan’t completely unexpected. Companies have attempted to harness solar for
industrial use before; Chevron previously piloted the use of more than 7,600 mirrors in Coalinga to
harness the sun’s energy for oil extraction. A Chevron spokesperson in 2015 told Natural Gas
Intelligence, an industry trade publication, that the economics of the technology were “not attractive” when
compared to natural gas, a lesson Chevron learned after giving the technology a try for four years.
Chevron spokeswoman Abby Auffant said Tuesday that the company has no immediate plans to launch
solar technology in San Joaquin Valley oilfields, but that it’s continuously looking for opportunities to do so
worldwide.
Steam production is a big part of Aera’s operating costs, Sistrunk said. The solar alternative is cost
competitive, she said, and reduces the carbon footprint of the operation.
“Belridge Solar is more than just about using solar energy to improve our operations,” Sistrunk said. “This
project speaks to Aera’s ongoing commitment to lead the oil industry into a lower-carbon future.”
GlassPoint’s technology uses thin, curved mirrors inside a greenhouse to track the sun and focus heat on
pipes containing oilfield water. It was developed in Kern County and piloted in 2011 at Berry Petroleum in
McKittrick’s century-old oilfields.
Since then, the company has taken its operations overseas, having struck a deal in Oman, an oil
producing Middle East nation south of Saudi Arabia. GlassPoint piloted a seven megawatt project there
for Petroleum Development Oman, the nation’s top producer, and is now developing Miraah, which will be
one of the world's largest solar plants when completed.
“We’re really excited to be bringing this technology back to where it was born, in Kern County, here in
California,” Bierman said.

The construction of the Belridge Project, Bierman said, would create more than 500 jobs.

Cal Fire Tulare Unit lifts burn permit suspension
Porterville Recorder, Thursday, November 30, 2017
The burn permit suspension in Tulare County State Responsibility Area (SRA) was lifted for hazard
reduction burning on Wednesday, the Cal Fire Tulare Unit announced.
Chief Marc Hafner advises property owners can now obtain a valid burn permit at their local Cal Fire
station. Those possessing current and valid hazard reduction burn permits can now resume burning on
permissible burn days at the determined elevation. Inspections may be required for other agriculture
burns and can be verified by contacting San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District (SJVAPCD).
SJVAPCD valid permits are always required prior to burning.
Property owners and residents are asked to use caution while conducting debris or agriculture burns,
follow all guidelines provided, and maintain control of the fire at all times. Individuals can be held civilly
and/or criminally liable for allowing a fire to escape their control and/or burn onto neighboring property,
officials stated.
Residents wishing to burn must verify it is a permissive burn day prior to burning, officials stated, by
calling toll-free (877) HAZ-BURN (1-877-429-2876).
Pile Burning Requirements
>Only dry, natural vegetative material such as leaves, pine needles and tree trimmings may be burned.
>The burning of trash, painted wood or other debris is not allowed.
>Do not burn on windy days.
>Piles should be no larger than four feet in diameter and in height. You can add to pile as it burns down.
>Clear a 10 foot diameter down to bare soil around your piles.
>Have a shovel and a water source nearby.
>An adult is required to be in attendance of the fire at all times.
Hafner stated, “Safe residential pile burning of forest residue by landowners is a crucial tool in reducing
fire hazards. State, federal and local land management and fire agencies will also be utilizing this same
window of opportunity to conduct prescribed burns aimed at improving forest health on private and public
lands.”
For more information on burning, visit the Cal Fire website at www.fire.ca.gov.

